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Prima Power at Blechexpo 2015 

 
 

 

Innovative products, new design, high technology: at Blechexpo International Trade 

Fair - held in Stuttgart from the 3rd to the 6th of November - Prima Power will present 

new “Genius” machines, the latest developments in 2D fiber technology, in combined 

punching and fiber laser cutting, as well as in bending. Genius innovative line - the 

excellence of Prima Power technology - will be present with three models: a new 

high-end flat laser of outstanding productivity, accuracy and efficiency; a faster and 

even more versatile machine for combined punching and fiber laser cutting; and a 

modern punching machine with more features in a compact package.  

 

Moreover it will be showcased at the fair the new press brake model of eP series, a 

leading machine for technology, power, increased working dimensions, less energy 

consumption and less noise pollution: the perfect answer for the most demanding 

customers. Prima Power will also show the latest version of FastBend panel bender, a 

new generation machine with greater bending capacity supported by the most 

innovative CAM and HMI software. 

 

Blechexpo will, furthermore, see the world premiere of Prima Power machines’ new 

design: a modern, accurate and appealing style, always focused on ergonomics and 

functionality. With the launching of these new models - compatible with Prima 

Power’s complete automation line, from the most simple to the most complex 

solutions such as Night Train FMS® - Prima Power’s array is increasingly at the 

forefront anticipating and satisfying a selective and permanently evolving market. 
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All the machines exhibited at the fair are designed and developed following the 

Prima Power Green Means® philosophy: high technology and knowhow which meet 

the requirements of both productivity and more sustainable manufacturing. A 

consistent choice with social responsibility principles leading the company since its 

foundation. 

 

 

 

For more information  

www.primapower.com 

info@primapower.com 

 

 

 

 

 


